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EDITORIAL

Welcome to the 20th year of Capital Philately. It is a privilege to be the editor of a journal that,
although a club-based journal, has maintained a high editorial standard over the 20 years. Much
original material has been published over the years and the Society will strive to maintain this
tradition. I have had little feedback on the new format but I have assumed that this lack of comment
means that people are satisfied with the journaL Who knows the three journal format may even
encourage a few more people to collect Machins and postcards. But in any case please provide
feedback to any of the three editors or members of the editorial committee.

Since my last editorial much has happened in the world because of the events of September 11 and I
have wondered what impact these events might have on philately. On the surface there appears to be
little changed with prices for good philatelic material remaining strong. However, there is no doubt
that people are reassessing their lives and I believe that they spending more time with families and on
their hobbies. This suggests that the long term impact on philately may be positive overall. However,
there is one area where I believe there may be a negative impact and that is large stamp exhibitions.
The obvious impact will be on people travelling to exhibitions and whether they will want to travel.
This will have an impact upon exhibitions. The other possible impact is whether exhibitors will be
concerned about sending their collections overseas. This will probably be tempered by the fact that
there are very few international exhibitions scheduled for the next two years. I am hoping that the
events of September 11 will be limited but the next international exhibition could be the litmus test
particularly for international visitors to the exhibition, which may in turn affect the stamp dealers.

Closer to home the next test for philately will be our own exhibition in March. It is shaping up to be
an exciting exhibition with the Australasian Challenge promising a great range of world class
exhibits, a great new air conditioned venue and all dealer tables sold (plus a waiting list of dealers).
The dealers include two postal administrations, six international dealers (5 UK and 1 USA) and a
good range of Australian dealers. So start saving and get ready for the best range of material to be
seen in Australia for some time. I hope that local collectors take advantage of this surfeit of dealers
because I was in Queensland at the Centennial Stampshow in October and they only had Australian
dealers plus one or two New Zealand dealers. This is not to blame the organising committee in any
way, but a clash with a major UK show and problems with GST for dealers from overseas were
largely to blame. So we need to take advantage of dealers when we get them.

The issue of the GST is a problem, which APTA (Australian Philatelic Traders Association) is
working on possible solutions. However, because we have not yet solved it this is the reason that we
are not getting any New Zealand dealers to Canberra Stampshow 2002.
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On another issue of relevance to philately, Robert Gregson provided me with copies of a collector's
webpage which discusses modern Russian commemorative stamps. So what - you might ask?
However, the issue does warrant some attention because it could happen in other countries which you
collect. The issue centred on the number issued of each commemorative for modern Russian
commemoratives. It appears that only about 350,000 of each design are issued and virtually all of
these are sold to collectors. It is virtually impossible to buy commemorative stamps to use on letters
or parcels in Russia. This has significant implications for collectors and possibly for catalogue listing.
If stamps are not available for general use, with some caveats, then I believe that a catalogue editor
has a right not to list the stamps. It also means that used material is virtually impossible to fmd except
for cancelled to order material. This is a sad and disturbing trend and in my opinion worse than just
issuing too many stamps. One can only hope that this trend for the locals to use plain definitives and
for collectors to buy the commemoratives does not spread too widely.

In this issue of Capital Philately we have some interesting discussion on philatelic development; the
second part of the article on Australian KGVI stamps and the first part of a fascinating article on the
Ballon Montes of the Paris Siege of 1870-71, with is a lot of philatelic and social history involved.
Finally, we have another article on forgeries appearing on eBay, by Sheryll Oswald. I strongly
recommend that you read this latest article because I had not realised that better quality forgeries were
being sold so blatantly. Personally I like eBay, but because I virtually only ever buy covers and
usually from dealers or collectors that I know have a good reputation, I feel that my purchases are
okay. However, when it comes to stamps remember if it is too good to be true then be very wary.

MEMBERS' EXHIBITION RESULTS

2001 CENTENNIAL STAMPSHOW, BRISBANE, 26-28 OCTOBER 2001 (NATIONAL)

Andrew Alwast
Richard Gurevitch
Dingle Smith
Paul Barsdell
Dingle Smith

Poland's Early Airmails 1921-1939
Costa Rica Airmail- the First 25 Years
Impressed Duty Stamps of the Australian States
Indo-China (traditional)
A Study of the Marcophily of Jamaica

Large Vermeil (82)
Vermeil (78)
Vermeil (78)
Vermeil (77)
Silver (67)

Bruce Parker
Postcards

Sydney Harbour - Hub of the City Bronze

EXHmITIONS

March 16-18 Canberra Stampshow 2002 Canberra ACT

This exhibition is the 12th Biennial National Convention and comprises the Interstate Challenge and
the First Day Cover Class (both National Level), all State Level Classes and the new As You Like It
Class. The venue will be the Hellenic Club at Woden and further details and entry forms are available
from the Secretary - Sheryll Oswald either by telephone (02 6286 43940) or bye-mail
sheryl12002@hotmail.com.

5-7 April 2002 Northpex 2002 Auckland New Zealand

This is a full national exhibition, and includes all national classes as well as post cards. There is also
an Open Class in addition to Social. I have some entry forms and prospectus but the Australian
Commissioner is Charles Bromser who can be contacted at 37 Bridport Strett, South Melbourne 3205
or on (03) 9690 3438.
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THOUGHTS ON PIllLATELIC DEVELOP:MENT
Judy Kennett

It was with great interest that I read Sheryll Oswald's 'Letter to the Editor' in Capital Philately May
2001. She showed how taking up exhibiting has changed her life, and the way she looks at her chosen
area. She feels that with keener motivation she has developed a new attitude to research, and to
seeking out new material for her exhibit. After reading and digesting Sheryll's letter, I rea1ised that a
profound change, similar in some respects, has come over my life since I joined my first specialised
collectors' group. I set to work to record this change, and to note some of the benefits I have received
from taking this step.

First, I need to document my life as a collector. As a child and a teenager on a farm, I had collected
stamps from the mails, with the encouragement of my mother, who was interested herself. However,
there were no opportunities to meet with others to learn the basics, or to interact with other
enthusiasts. I gave up collecting when I went away to university, and didn't think about it again until
my sons were young, and vaguely interested. This time I was more seriously bitten by the bug, and
started collecting Australia and GB. These two countries were my interests when I joined the
Philatelic Society of Canberra. After a time, I became bored with both. Perhaps because I saw so
many other people collecting these countries, I felt that I wanted to strike out into another area, and to
seek fresh challenges.

Having chosen a new field of collecting (Hungary, period undefmed at that time), I quickly realised
that I needed much more information than was available in Australia, and in general world catalogues.
What I wanted particularly was reading matter in English about the cultural identity behind the stamps
of Hungary. So when I saw an advertisement for the Hungarian Philatelic Society of Great Britain in
'Stamp News', I decided to join, thus setting off on a journey of philatelic discovery.

This Society produces a small quarterly research journal, and organises two postal auctions each year.
I consider both these services to be most useful to both beginner and specialist collectors in a field.
The journal quickly became required reading. Through it I discovered the fascination of stamps used
on covers, and the stories that these covers told about the journeys they had made - by train, by sea,
and later, by aircraft, with some travelling to far-off, unusual destinations. At a later stage, through
the journal, I discovered Hungarian postal stationery, and that opened another door to discovery.

Almost without my realising it, the material I wanted to collect had changed, and covers now took
precedence over stamps alone. After a time, I also settled on the time span within which I wanted to
work. Later I became a contributor to the journal. It was with some trepidation that I sent in my first
question (with a photocopy of an item) to the Editor. He published it, and wrote back an encouraging
note (why are editors always encouraging to -contributors'i) This lead later to an invitation to write
some short pieces, then a longer article on some of the covers from Hungary to Australia pre-WW2
that I had in my collection.

When researching that article I realised that I was now developing a niche or special area of interest
for myself. All these factors governed the way that I looked at the descriptions in philatelic auction
catalogues, and examined the covers in dealers' boxes. By then good friends in the Philatelic Society
of Canberra had introduced me to overseas auction catalogues, and these greatly increased the amount
and variety of new material to which! was exposed. This was all part of my education. I also learned
much about making decisions on selecting items on which to bid when many attractive ones were
being offered, and about stretching the budget when necessary to cover philatelic purchases.

Some time after joining the Hungarian Philatelic Society of GB I became a member of the Society for
Hungarian Philately (SHP), which is based in the USA. This group also published a quarterly journal,
and runs small postal auctions. I have always found it interesting to compare the content and
direction of these two publications. The GB journal has a strong emphasis on Hungarian postal
history; the US journal is more concerned with stamps and with Hungarian culture and history. The
memberships of both societies are based on mixtures of local collectors and those who have left the
country because of political conditions. Many of the emigres maintain strong links with their native
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land, and are in contact with philatelists there. Through their contributions to the journals, all
members have contact with research and publication from the centre of Hungarian philately.

The main reason why I joined these specialist collectors' groups was a strong desire to have access to
more information about Hungarian philately and culture. These aspects have been well served by my
memberships. Not only have I found references to new publications through the journals, but I have
also had opportunities to purchase essential texts not available in Australia. The language is still a
barrier, but Hungarian philatelic literature is usually splendidly illustrated, and contains charts, maps
and tables, all of which help researchers who are not fluent in the language. With Hungarian-English
dictionaries, and glossaries of philatelic terms with their multi-lingual equivalents, I keep working at
the task.

Through my memberships of these specialist groups I have made friends with fellow enthusiasts in
both the UK and the USA. They have generously indicated sources of information and helped me
with suggestions for further research. More importantly for my philatelic development, they have
encouraged me to share, with other readers of the journals, the results of my research. In recent years,
electronic communication through e-mail has assisted this sharing of information between us,and has
taken away some of the disadvantages of living in distant Australia. During 2001 Centennial
StampShow in Brisbane I had the great pleasure of meeting with one of my 'electronic'
correspondents, who was on the jury there.

Recently I received a 'bouquet' for an article, which I greatly appreciate. The piece dealt with mail
from Hungary to Ceylon (Sri Lanka) pre-WW2 and to New Zealand after the war, and was published
in the SHP journal in January-March 2001. This particular issue was reviewed in the May 2001 issue
of a Hungarian philatelic journal, and I am quite delighted with the comments on my article and the
items used to illustrate it. In conclusion the reviewer quoted a Hungarian philatelic adage' Stamps are
silent, but covers can tell a long story'. These comments are ample reward for years of collecting and
research, from which I have derived much personal enjoyment and satisfaction.

Having written about the benefits of joining a specialist collectors' society, perhaps I can now throw
in a few suggestions about how and where to find information about them. As one would expect, they
often advertise in stamp magazines, such as 'Stamp News'. The annual directories of major stamp
collecting organisations, such as the American Philatelic Society and the Association of British
Philatelic Societies, give contact information for many specialist groups located in those countries.
Then there is the Internet. Many stamp collecting clubs and societies now have web pages, with all
the relevant information about themselves freely available. Under 'Links' on their web pages, some
overseas auction houses give space to specialist collectors' groups to advertise their existence, and
provide contact information.

There are probably many collectors who would like tojoin a specialist collectors' group that interests
them, but hesitate to do so, through fears of being considered inferior. Don't think that such societies
have as members only experts who look down on new recruits and beginners. Most members realise
that their group, like every other, continually needs new blood and new ideas to grow and flourish, so
they welcome newcomers, and are very willing to share their expertise and offer their comradeship. I
strongly urge any collector who wants to improve his or her knowledge of an area to give very serious
consideration to joining one (or two!) specialist collectors' groups. The rewards are so great - in my
opinion, it's an experience that no collector should miss.

DID YOU KNOW?
Many countries of the world restrict what you can post to them including the following:

Chessboards to Afghanistan; Funeral urns to Algeria; Used bedding(!) to Australia: Margarine to
Canada: Musical letters or cards that playa sound recording when opened to Cuba (very sensible):
Leeches and silkworms to Cyprus: Powdered milk to Denmark: Roulette games to the Dominican
Republic: Melatonin to Germany: Used beehives to Israel: and Police whistles to Nicaragua. (more
next issue)
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"THE KING GEORGE VI ERA IN AUSTRALIAN STAMPS 1936-52"
Part 2

PREPARED BY GEOFF KELLOW, FRPSL

Ed: Continuedfrom Capital Philately Volume 19No 4.

Coils
Note Printing Branch records provide a clear indication of the layout of special plates for coil stamps,
and the details of these are now in the Australian Commonwealth Specialists' Catalogue. This
information gives a better understanding about the existence of blocks of coil perforated stamps of the
1d Queen Elizabeth and 2d George VI issues. These are undoubtedly caused by the disposal of
excess coil stock through post office counter sales, but broken up in a manner which did not disclose
that the stamps were printed from plates differing in layout to the normal sheet stamps. The give-
away, however, is that the corner blocks are without an imprint. The 'no imprint' blocks of these
stamps with normal (not coil) perforation are almost certainly further excess imperforate stock
perforated by the normal combs.

The early experiments with coil perforation on the ld Queen Elizabeth and 2d George VI stamps are
well-known, as are the coil labels used to test the machines (frame eight of the exhibit). The die proof
of the coil testing label is unique. The coil leaders will be known to most collectors, but the wrapper
for the 1/2d Kangaroo coil (frame one of the exhibit) may be the only one that has survived from the
earlier period.

The Note Printing Branch
maintained a reference stamp
album that commences in the
mid-1920s and continues
through to decimal currency.
In this album are mounted
blocks (normally of eight) of
each new issue. It is unclear
if this album served a serious
purpose, such as for
matching colours, or was
merely a record of the
Branch's stamp work. While
most of the blocks in the
album are of ordinary sheet
stock as issued to post
offices, there are a few
exceptional pieces. Amongst
these are coil perforated
stamps, which are usually
represented as corner blocks

of eight, and with an imprint if coils were made up from ordinary sheets. Frame three of the exhibit
shows these blocks for the 1941 1d purple-brown Queen Elizabeth and 1944 2d bright purple George
VI stamps. The l d coil stamp is unique as a block, and of the 2d coil stamp only one or two blocks
are recorded in private hands, probably as a result of the accidental inclusion of a coil perforated sheet
in normal counter stock.

Figure 4; ca 1942 Multiple from coil perforation sheet. A few
sheets were released inadvertently for post office sale.

Specimen Stamps
Specimen overprints on stamps exceeding 5/- denomination were prepared for inclusion in collector's
sets sold at under face value.
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Frame two of the display illustrated blocks of 20 of both the 10/- and £1 Robes stamps. Note Printing
Branch records show that this number represents the complete printing forme, with the selvedge
removed prior to overprinting. A number of blocks exist of the 10/- stamp in private hands, although
possibly no complete forme is held. This stampwas first included in collectors' sets in August 1942
when the Melbourne stamp dealing form of S.& M. Miller Bros. were purchasing large quantities of
these sets from the Post Office, and receiving these in multiple form. The £lSpecimen stamp,
however, was not included in the sets until April 1944, after Miller Bros. activity had ceased. The
printing records show that only 148 formes of 20 of the £1 stamp were overprinted. A block of four
and a pair in private hands appear to be the only multiples and these are of unknown origin. Very
recently, a few larger multiple of this £1 Specimen stamp with defacing marks have surfaced and
these are thought to be from the 1940sNote PrintingBranch thefts.

Frame five showed a full forme of 30 of the £2 Coat-of-Arms stamp overprinted SPECIMEN. In this
case the surrounding selvedge was retained. This block is presumably from the first printing of
SPECIMEN stamps and shows the two well-known plate flaws, "SPEOIMEN" and "IM" joined on
numbers 19 and 13 on the forme, respectively. The 101- and £1 stamp formes in the Collection also
show the same flaws. These flaws are so scarce that they must have been corrected for later printings.

Unissued Stamps
1939 Duke of Kent. This stamp issue was intended to commemorate the Duke of Kent's arrival in
Australia to take up his appointment as Governor-General. The issue of the stamps was postponed
when his arrival was delayed by the onset ofWorldWar II, and finally abandoned when the Duke was
killed in a plane crash in 1942. Much more is now known about this issue than when Phil Collas
wrote a short piece in the Philatelic Bulletin in 1960. Collas thought that only a 2d stamp was
involved, since the National Philatelic Collection had a posthumous die proof in black struck in 1957
from the 2d die. No Post Office file on the issue seems to have survived, and the Note Printing
Branch records were closed, even to Collas. Now that the latter's records are available, it is apparent
that there were to be three denominations, 2d, 3d and 6d, and that all the printing plates had been
made prior to the issue's postponement, althoughno stampshad been printed. Subsequently, all these
printing instruments were destroyed including the 3d and 6d dies. However, the original 2d die was
retained and hence Collas' misconception. A wonderful series of design roughs and handpainted
essays, including the adopted design attached to the Note Printing Branch file are still held at the
Reserve Bank of Australia headquarters in Sydney. These were illustrated in a recent article in
Philately from Australia.

1939 Guba Flight. A proposal that an official mail be carried on the trans-Indian Ocean survey flight
between Australia and East Africa (by the 'Guba' flying boat) was agreed to by the Post Office,
which also decided to issue a 5/- commemorative stamp. Subsequently, the idea of an official air
mail was dropped and the stamp was abandoned. 'This is another issue on which more information is
now available from the Note Printing Branch's records.

The die was ordered on 6 Apri11939, but unusually the name of the engraver is not given. The die
proof in black is another 1957 posthumous proof. No artwork exists, and nor does the keyline
drawing. A steel plate of 80 was manufactured and placed in the strongroom on 10 May. A
requisition for a second steel plate was filled out, but this was later cancelled. The fact that the plate
was of steel suggests strongly that this stamp was to be flat-bed printed rather than printed on the
rotary presses. Frame six also shows "a complete imperforate sheet of this stamp on ungummed,
unwatermarked paper. The Note Printing Branch file on the Guba stamp indicates that such a sheet
was forwarded to the Post Office for approval. Why this sheet was not returned for subsequent
destruction is not certain. It may have been returned, but following the stamp's abandonment the sheet
was returned for permanent retention given the unusual circumstances. This is the only imperforate
sheet of any Australian stamp between 1913and 1952held by the National Philatelic Collection.

Phil Collas, when writing about this stamp in 1960, assumed that the stamp never got past the
approval stage. However, the Note Printing Branch's paper accountancy record indicates that what
might represent the whole printing of this stamp was in fact carried out. Between 10 and 12 May
1939, a total of 1,750 sheets of Eureka Art paper were printed, representing 140,000 stamps. Eureka
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1952 Royal Visit. The precarious
health of King George VI caused the
Australian and New Zealand Post
Offices to abandon three stamp issues ;
between 1949 and 1952. Three
separate royal visits were cancelled
and stamp issues had been planned
for each. The 1952 visit by the King,
Queen and Princess Margaret was
cancelled due to the King's poor
health. The National Philatelic
Collection previously held only die
proofs struck posthumously in 1957
from the completed 31/2d and 1/6d
dies. From Note Printing Australia a
number of pieces of artwork, as well
as keyline art, has been acquired by
Australia Post. Some of this material
is shown in frame seven. The 1952
Royal Visit series did not progress
beyond the die stage, and no printing
plates were manufactured. The
display includes an interesting
photographic mockup showing an
unusual se-tenant arrangement of the
three 31/2d stamps, together with a

pictorial label, which had no postal validity. Apparently, this course was planned for the issue.

Capital Philately

Figure 5: ca 1951 Photographic mock-up of unissued
1952 Royal Visit stamps in setenant arrangement. Note
the intended inclusion of a pictorial label with no postal
validity along the top row of the sheet.

Airletters
Frame eight presents a small
representation of airletter
(aerogramme) designs. This
includes two essays for unissued 7d
airletters in 1949, together with the
approved proofs for private
airletters numbers 1 and 6. Privately
printed airletters (to which a stamp
had to be affixed) could be used
from 1946 onwards, but these had to
be approved by the Post Officeprior
to use. The National Philatelic
Collection contains all of these
approved proofs up to about 1975. Figure 6: 1946 Proof submitted by J.M.Cook, printers, for

acceotance of nrivate airletter no. 1

Art was the paper used for most
unwatermarked intaglio printings of
the 1920s and 1930s. The quantity
printed suggests that the stamp was to
be on general sale, and that Australia
was not going to follow precedents
set by Newfoundland and restrict the
stamp to mail carried on the flight.

,\tlix 2 Post:lge Stamps
'fot:11 value 7<1.
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LES BALLONS MONTE
MAIL SERVICE DURING THE SIEGE OF PARIS

1870-71
(part One)

Robert Ellinger
(Ed: This is the first part of a long article on Ballon Montes to be published over the next few issues.
It includes the story of the mails, illustrations of flown covers including translations of the letters and
a listing of all of the balloons flown.)

Section 1: The Story
Forty-nine days after the French
declaration of war on Prussia -
15 July 1870- the Imperial French
army was knocked out in the
battle of Sedan on the 2
September. Napoleon III, Emperor
of the French, was taken prisoner
of war and never returned to
France again. Sixteen days after
that battle, on September 18 1870,
German cavalry detachments, one
from the Army of the Meuse
under the command of the Crown
Prince of Saxony, the other from
the III Army under the command.
of the Crown Prince of Prussia,

met to the north of Versailles. The former had moved around the north of the city, the latter around
the south. The encirclement of the city was thus complete and the siege of Paris had begun. It was to
last until 27 January 1871 or a total of 131 days!

The siege is probably best known for the food-shortages it caused in a modern city of some 2 million
inhabitants and for the balloons and carrier pigeons which kept a tenuous link between the
beleaguered population and the outside world. This paper gives a summary of the balloon adventure
and the text of a few letters flown out of Paris on some of those balloons. Most of the letters are very
personal like the one from a mother to her son who had been killed, probably in action, before the
letter ever reached him. The letters should be considered historical documents.

As said, the siege commenced on the 18 of September. On that day the last public telegraphs were
received. On the 20 September one man managed to slip through the PrussianlGerman lines, after that
Paris was isolated! But was it?

With all land routes cut, the capital had to rely upon "airmail" to keep in touch with the outside world
and an ingenious system for both outgoing and incoming mail was designed. A type of airmail had
been used during the siege of Metz whichwas taking place parallel to that of Paris. In Metz the
garrison used small paper balloons, ali unmanned, to send messages out. The system was less than
satisfactory with the majority of the balloons landing in Prussian lines, but it did prove a moral boost
for the garrison.

Now Paris had a history of ballooning: M. Montgolfier was the first man to ascend in a hot air balloon
during the reign of Louis XIV and during the Paris exhibition of 1867 captive gas filled balloons were
demonstrated and took passengers up into the air.

Following up on this history of ballooning, two days after the beginning of the siege, a M. Gabriele
Mangin offered the use of his balloon, "L' Union" to fly out 600 kg of mail and dispatches, a post
officer and a pilot. The offer was accepted by the authorities and all was assembled for departure on
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Postcards of Guelph, Canada by Ian McMahon

Dublin St. & The Methodist Church, Guelph

Screencolour on BjW letterpress, Valentine & Sons, cl908.

Once settlement began in Guelph the principal Christian religions moved quickly to build
their churches. The strong Scottish influence meant that the early churches built included
St. Andrew's Church for the Church of Scotland (1857), the Free Church Presbyterians
(Knox) in 1868 and the Dublin Street church for the Wesleyan Methodists in 1872. Postcard
showing the Methodist Church in Dublin Street.

Price: $ 5.00 All Rights Reserved
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Canberra Picture Postcard Collectors

Canberra Picture Postcards Collectors is a branch of the Philatelic Society of Canberra Inc., and
membership is open to anyone interested in the collection and study of any aspects of the design,
production and subject matter of picture postcards. The annual subscription for 2001 is $20 within
Australia and $30 overseas, although existing subscribers will not be charged for 2001 due to the
limited publication of the journal over the past two years. Allmembers receive the combined journals
Capital Philately, Machinations and PASTCARDS.

Canberra Picture Postcards Collectors meets on the second Tuesday every month in Room 5, upstairs
at the Griffin Centre, Bunda St., Civic. The main topic of each meeting is listed on the program below,
but everyone is invited to bring along any other items of interest.

Canberra Picture Postcards Collectors normally holds two auctions each year. Anyone is entitled to
bid in our auctions, but must be a member of Canberra Picture Postcard Collectors to submit lots for
sale.

Canberra Picture Postcards Collectors also holds a small but expanding collection of books and
journals relating to Picture Postcards held in the library of the Philatelic Society of Canberra Inc.,
which is in the clubroom opposite Room 5 in the Griffin Centre. Members can see and borrow books
before and after Picture Postcard Collectors Meetings or at the Philatelic Society's Stamp markets held
at the Griffin Centre every month on the second Sunday, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

For any further information about Canberra Picture Postcard Collectors, please contact Mrs. Elspeth
Bodley at P. O. Box 341, Dickson ACT2602.

2001 Meetings

Date Presenter Topic of Display

Jan Open to all members Members' Night - Items of Interest

Feb Elspeth Bodley Artist Cards of Great Britain

Mar Bernard Van Der Meer Cornwall

Apr Ian McMahon More Postal Stationery Postcards

May Joint Display The Wild Wild World of Animals

Jun Graeme Broxam Australian Coastal Shipping

Jul Joint Display More Paper Ephemera

Aug Peter Cheah Piston Engined Airliners

Sep Bruce Parker The Ferries of Sydney Harbour

Oct Peter Cheah& LloydMenz Malaysia

Nov Bernard Van Der Meer The Isle of Wight

Dec Paul Griffiths Strangman - Canberra Photographer

Pbone Harold
(03) 959} 3456

Meetings commence at 7.45 p.m. and
usually finish between 9.30 p.m. and 10
p.m. A:nyoneinterested is invited to
attend, and don't forget to bring along
anything else of interest, especially your
own examples of cards of the topics of the
main displays.

-
rife Travem~ posteard ~Q

BU"YING. SEWNG &W;.WI'NG._.
._cldpcstco;1:ds; -

cigCl,rette cards,
photos, etc
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Editorial
Not much to report this month. Our latest auction, the first lot of material from the Pamela Van Der
Sprenkel estate, is enclosed, plus articles based on two recent displays, Bruce Parker's to the Picture
Postcard Group and the postcard component of Ian McMahon's Social Philately display to the Society
in October. We have not yet finalised the program for next year, although the January meeting will be
our members' evening when all Society members are invited to bring along anything of interest
pertaining to Picture Postcards and similar printed ephemera. As usual, we are in desperate need of
articles for PastCards, which may well fold without sufficient support.

Contents

36 Sydney Harbour and its Ferries - Bruce Parker and Graeme Broxam
41 Guelph - The Royal City by Ian McMahon

Colour screenprint on BjW Letterpress by The Art Series, Sydney. Postally used 20 April 1906.

BINNGARRA, Steel double-ended steamship 442 gross tons, 190.5 x 31.7 x 13.5ft. Built 1905 by
Morts Dock & Engineering Co. Ltd., Woolwich NSWPort Jackson Co-Operative Steamship Co. Ltd.

The second large double-ended steel ferry built especially for the Sydney Harbour - Manly run, the
Binngarra was brand new when this postcard was produced in 1905/06. Certified for 1372
passengers in summer and 858 in winter, she served on the Manly run until being hulked in 1933,
and was finally scuttled in 1946. The Binngarra set the standard for all locally-built 20th century
Manly ferry steamers, later vessels Burra Bra (1908), Bellubera (1910), Balgowlah (1912), Barrenjoey
(1913, see page 37) and Baragoola (1922) being very similar in appearance. The larger, 2-funnelled
Curl Curl and Dee Why were built in Scotland in 1928 and South Steyne in 1938.
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SYDNEY HARBOUR & ITS FERRIES

Bruce Parker and Graeme Broxam

Growing out of the site of Australia's first permanent European settlement in 1788, the foreshore of
Sydney Cove became the centre of early colonial commerce and was ringed by warehouses fronted by
the "Semicircular Wharf." By the late l800s commercial shipping had been relegated to both sides of
the cove and its head had become the terminus for the extensive network of ferry services connecting
the City of Sydney with harbourside suburbs

Circular Quay, c1910
Colour screenprint on bjw letterpress, The Star Photo Co., Sydney. Postally used 1910.

The Manly Ferry wharf at the far left, with the various wharfs used by harbour ferries running
westwards to the right. In the centre are three large wooden double-ended steam ferries operated by
Sydney Ferries Ltd.

Circular Quay, c1988
Multicoloured photolithograph, David Messent Photography, Sydney.

The cruise liner Canberra at the Sydney Cove Passenger Terminal and Sydney Harbour Bridge from
the ferry wharfs, shoeing two of the Urban Transit Authority's First Fleet inner harbour catamaran
ferries and two of the four Manly ferries built during the 1980s.
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THE SYDNEY HARBOUR BRIDGE AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

The Sydney Harbour Bridge and Manly ferry Barrenjoey.
Real Photograph, anonymous publisher (No.570), c. 1930s.

The completion of the Sydney Harbour Bridge in 1930 impacted quite heavily on ferry services and few
large ferries were built for either the Harbour or Manly runs until the late 1960s. Many of the older
steamers struggled on until being refitted as motor vessels between the 1930s and 1950s. When the
1913 Manly ferry Barrenjoey was refitted in 1951 she was renamed North Head. The North Head was
sold to Hobart operators in the mid-1980s and has recently travelled to Cairns for use as a floating
restaurant.

Excursion Steamer Kalangpassing through The Spit Bridge, Middle Harbour.
Letterpress, anonymous publisher, c1938.

The Sydney Harbour Bridge immediately put Sydney's large fleet of vehicular ferries out of business.
After some years as a cargo vessel, the 1924-vintage Koondooloo was refitted as a single-decked
excursion boat, and proved so successful that her sister Kalang was converted into a two-decked
version the following year. After war service as a repair ship in New Guinea she served as such until
the late 1960s, being renamed Sydney Queen in 1960. Koondooloo reverted to a vehicular ferry at
Newcastle after WWII along with former Sydney ferry Kooroongaba (1921) and Hobart vehicular ferry
Lurqerena -(1925) all four were wrecked at Trial Bay NSWon 9 January 1972 while being towed to the
Philippines.
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SYDNEY HARBOUR'S NORTH SHORE

Mosman's Bay, c1906

Anonymous publisher, photolithgraphed, probably printed in Germany. Postally used? 1908.

This photograph of Mosman Bay and one of its ferries was reproduced on postcards many times by
different publishers and techniques, others in the Parker collection being handpainted on letterpress
by the Star Photo Co. (postally used 1908) and by colour photolithography by F. Frith & Co. Ltd. of
Reigate UK, postally used in 1909! The ferry is typical of the enormous fleet of wooden double-ended
steamers built for the North Shore Steam Ferry Co. Ltd. (1878-1899) and it successors Sydney Ferries
Ltd. between the 1890s and the 1920s, possibly the 186 ton, 112.7 x 26.8 x 9.7ft. Kareela built by
Morrison & Sinclair of Balmain in 1905. Kareela was broken up in 1959.

Neutral Bay, c1905

Handpainted colour on letterpress, Star Photo Co., Sydney, postally used December 1905.

In the early 1900s Neutral Bay, named by Governor Phillip as a safe anchorage for foreign vessels
visiting Sydney, boasted many harbour side houses with extensive gardens and swimming baths. The
Port Jackson & Manly Steamship Co. Ltd. established its depot at Karraba Point, the eastern end of
the bay. The somewhat ungainly little ferry in this view is very likely the Wallaby, the first double-
ended screw ferry built for Sydney Harbour. Built by W. Dunn at Berry's Bay in 1878, the 163 gross
ton, 108.6 x 18.4 x 7.6ft. steamer served as a ferry with a capacity for 305 passengers until refitted as
a cargo vessel in 1918, and was broken up in 1926.
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MIDDLE HARBOUR

The Spit Ferry, Middle Harbour.

Screenprinted colour on letterpress, "The Perfection" Series Coloured Autotype Postcards, c19 10

Until replaced by a bridge in the 1930s, all vehicular traffic across the harbour-side end of Middle
Harbour was by a cable punt across The Spit. Middle Harbour was also served by a number of small
conventional cargo-passenger steamers, unlike the specialised double-ended harbour ferries, and one
such vessel can be seen at the Clontarf jetty at the extreme upper left.

The Spit Bridge

Multicolour Photolithograph by Sydney G. Hughes, No. 24 of a set of 52 Sydney 2000 OlympicGames cards.

The sparsely populated Middle Harbour of a century ago is now a bustling residential region, boasting
a very upmarket left-span bridge to allow vessels to still pass into Middle Harbour. The excursion
vessel is the Urban Transit Authority's Lady Wakehurst, a steel motor vessel of 366 tons gross, 38.92 x
10.34 x 3.28 metres, built at Newcastle in 1974. She served at Hobart following the Tasman Bridge
disaster in 1975-1979.
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MANLY

Manly Harbour
BjW Letterpress, Oceana Series B., undivided back c1903.

So named by Governor Phillip for the "manly bearing" of its aboriginal inhabitants, Manly remained a
sleepy backwater until developed as a resort area in the 1850s, by property developers who also
established regular ferry services. The excursion trade remains a major contributor to the ongoing
success of ferry services 150 years later, but it is now also the centre of a major residential region,
with quick and efficient commuter ferry service available into Circular Quay. Large double-ended
passenger ferries entered the service in the late 1870s, and the large, 2-funnelled example at the jetty
is the Brighton, 417 gross tons, 220.2 x 23.05 x 10.7ft., built in Scotland in 1883, the largest paddle
steamer ever to operate on the harbour. She served until 1916, certified for up to 1137 passengers.

S.S~South Steyne
Multicoloured Photolithograph by Post AgeNostalgic Postcards and Prints, Sydney 2000

This reproduction of an original late 1930s card shows the last and largest steam ferry built for the
Manly Ferry service. The 1203 gross ton, 217.0 x 38.25 x 14.9ft. South Steyne was built by Henry
Robb of Leith, Scotland in 1938, and could carry up to 1781 passengers in summer, 1398 in winter.
Laid up after a fire in 1974, she was refitted as an excursion vessel for Port Phillip Bay in the late
1980s and later served at Newcastle before becoming the Sydney 2000 Olympic Exhibition and
Information Centre at Darling Harbour.
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EDITORIAL

The Year that was
This was the year that began with the prediction that the number of
new issues force fed to Machin coI1ectors was going to go down,
under the twin pressures of the switch to self adhesive issues and the
introduction of pictorial definitives for all the four parts of the
United Kingdom. We rejoice that this has indeed, occurred. As I tot
up my own target issues for the year, I find that at of the end of
November there are only eight Deegam level 3 singles I need
acquire. amazing. Contributed strongly by the lack of Prestige
booklets studied with.new singles, and, so far, the British Post
Office's to coyness in not issuing new Machias to reflect rate
increases or progress the self-adhesive policy into values other than
the non-value indicated stamps. May they continue to do so.

Other developments have, in our view, been somewhat less positive.
We regret the tension between two significant sources in the field
which has led to court action. Machinations, of course, will not
enter into any debate on the rights and wrongs of this issue,
although we feel that more efforts should have been made to avoid
it. If such efforts had been made without our knowledge, we regret
their failure. However, we do feel that in Machin collecting, as in all
areas of human endeavor, there seems to be a disturbing
undercurrent of occasional intolerance to views and issues won
what is, after all, just a hobby. As we approach the end of a sobering
year for mankind, we may do well to reflect on what we can do,
even within the confines of this small area, to decrease tension and
spread goodwill, knowledge and pleasantness around us. Here
endeth the lesson.

A happy new year to alour readers

Machin· Coils 2

4

Specialist fearure.- the 15];,15% pandthe16p
Albam.psges - 15p,J5U P and J6p 9-11

mailto:albfar@pcug.org.au


MACHIN COILS

Great Britain has produced rolls of stamps for use in
machines since the early part of the 20th century. The
first coils were simply normal sheets that were broken
up into either rows or columns and stuck together to
produce a continuous roll.

Later, rolls were to be produced as continuous rolls and
this is how an Machin coil stamps have been produced.
Since the coil stamps are produced separately from sheet
and booklet stamps it should come as no surprise that
some varieties of Machin were only ever made available
as coil stamps.

SINGLE-VALUE COILS

Most, ifnot an, Machins valued at the 1st and 2nd class
postal rates have been issued in coil forrn. Indeed, in
recent times The Post Office now collects even more of
collector's cash by issuing coil stamps for other rates
too, somewhat aided by collectors insisting in collecting
coil stamps as strips of4 or 5 depending on which
catalogue you read.

Coils have been printed for either horizontal or vertical
delivery of the stamps (so collecting in strips of two
would seem sensible"),

An early variety is the pre-decimal 6d value. This was

issued with the type 'B' head
(right) whereas the sheet
stamps were issued with the
type 'A'head (left).

More recently, the 25p coil
stamp WaS issued without
the elliptical perforations
that had become standard
on both sheet and book

~~ __ ...;.l r...._........•...••.;.......;.;J stamps.

MULTI-VALUE COILS

The following multi-value coils have been issued. Being
intended for use in public coin-operated machines the

total value of each strip corresponds to one ofthe'
common coins then in use.

OFFICE MULTI-VALUE COILS

DATE NOTES

Dee 1975

only pre-decimal multi-value coil (illustrated above)

with various forms of paper and gum.

. ing as compared to sheets (left).
addition,the strip can be found with the error "phosphor bars misplaced" so that each

has a broad center and as errors it is and available.

Issued following a substantial rise in the postal rates. The 6p coil

stamp (rightjhas the lettering of the value in particularly thin

Ip+Yzp+Yzp 14th Dee 1977

16th Jan 1980: lp+two



Later multi-value coils were not intended for public machines.
Instead they were produced by the Post Office specifically for
the use of a large direct mail marketing company known as
"The Readers Digest". Since they were not intended for public
coin 'operated machines, the total value of each strip did not
need to match any particular coinage. Instead they were made
to corresponded to the standard 2nd class postal rate in force at
that time.

Although intended for use by The Readers Digest, The Post
Office made the coil strips available from philatelic counters so

these strips are easy to obtain.

ALUECOILS

NOTES

value used a new font.

Gratefully reproduced from "Jon: Machin Page" on http://www.useless.connectfree.co.uklmachinJmachin.htm.
where lots of other good Machin material is to be found .

http://www.useless.connectfree.co.uklmachinJmachin.htm.


Machins from Machines
Ron Shanahan

Part 3 The Decimal coil issues 1971

I have continued these articles with the early coil issues as
the machine booklets of the period 1971-1976 were
adequately covered in my article 'Budget Booklets - Ten
Pence a Pop' contained in the Machinations Volume 2 -
Issue 4 Sep-Dec 1999.

When decimal stamps were introduced it was decided that
only multi-value coils would be machine vended. This was
presumably a result of frequent rate changes and the
problems of adapting machines for each change. The
existing pre-decimal machines were gradually adapted to
accept a 5p coin and would issue a strip of five low value
stamps, some combination of which would make up the
current postage rate.
The coil strips were all sideways delivery and printed in
continuous reels.

1971. February 15th.

5p coil strip of five consisting of 2P+Y2P+YzP+l p+ 1P (Fig
1)
Original coated paper, gum arabic, two 9.5mm phosphor
bands.

Issued on fluorescent coated paper with silicone coating in
September 1972.
Issued on FCP, PVAD gum (thin paper and normal paper)
April 1974.

Experiments were carried out with the se-tenant coil strips
to find ways of preventing the stamps from sticking
together in damp or wet weather. At one stage the stamps
were coiled face inwards and delivered with gum side up.
Trials were then carried out with silicone coating, and this
apparently worked as quantities were printed and the coil
leaders were additionally inscribed 'SILICONE
COATED', to the left of the row number. All the
examples, in my coI1ection have the stamps inverted to the

1980.

leaders, but I do not know if all Silicone Coated printings
were coiled in this way.

Two printing presses were used - 'Thrissell'iand 'Jumelle'.
The rolls were either of 1500 stamps (300 strips) or 3000
stamps (600 strips)

The machines were adapted again after 1975, this time to
accept a 1Opcoin, The coil strips were changed so that they
included at least one second class letter rate stamp (or
stamps which could be used in combination for that
purpose)

1975. December 3rd

lOp coil strip of five consisting of 6p+ 2p+ 1p+Yzp+Yzp (Fig
2)

FCP, PVAD. Two 9.5mm phosphor bands.
Issued on OCP with PV A March 1977
Printed in continuous reels on the 'Jumelle ' press with
2500 stamps (500 strips) to a roll.

1977. December 14th

lOp coil strip of five 7p+ 1p+ 1p+Yzp+Yzp(Fig 3)
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FCP, PVAD. One centre band phosphor (4mm)
Rolls 0[2500 stamps (500 strips)

1980. January 16th

lOp coil strip of 3 stamps plus two labels 8p+lp+ 1p+ 'be
properly addressed' label + 'use the postcode' label. (Fig 4)
FCP, PVAD. Stamps have one centre phosphor band (4mm)

Rolls of 1500 stamps (500 strips).
The 2 labels are 'classified' as stamps on the coil leader
which reads:-
2500 stamps, 500 sets of 8p, 1p, 1p, Blanks.

The machines that issued the lOp coil strips were gradually
withdrawn during 1980 and converted to be used for issuing
SOpbooklets.

Multi-value coils continued to be issued for 'Readers Digest'
from 1981.

Varieties to watch for:-
'Missing phosphor' and 'One broad band' phosphor.
It is interesting to note that where these varieties exist the
'one broad band' is catalogued higher than the 'missing'.
An example is the 1974 coil where the phosphor omitted is
rated at £9 and the broad band at £50.
The 1974 'thin paper' is catalogued at £40 compared to the
'normal paper' 35p.
The 1975 'one broad band' is catalogued at a mere £2.50

Source acknowledgment.-
Stanley Gibbons Great Britain Volume 4.

586 words, 4 illustrations.

www.bummer.
Apologies if anyone has had trouble withcour websites.
Initially xoom/nbci closed down and we had to transfer all
those pages to emucities. They in turn closed down with no
warning whatsoever and that site vanished. We then
transferred to geocities who seem very stable and have been
for some years. Our new url there is http://www.geocities.

com/leisurewrite/index.html The other site remains constant
at
http://www.home.gil.com.au!~ears/index.htm 1
Information and exchange only.

Highlights of 2001 -

Queen Victoria Commemorative
booklet pane

"The Penny Black is remarkable for its Simplicity and
elegance,and if it is thought that my design has
captured something of these quetitiest have cause to
be flattered by your remarks. After 141years the
Penny Black sUlI remains the one unchallenged
masterpiece of the philatelic world ... ss

Arnold Machin] 981

http://www.geocities.
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Correspondence

4 Gorse Meadow Drive
Barnt Green
Birmingham 845 8XS
UK

Phone I Fax 0121 445 3889
e-mail: geryfsk@netcomuk.co.uk
30 November 2001

Dear Albert,

Ihave read the article in Machinations by Edgar Smith
with some dismay. The comments that he makes in his
final paragraphs concerning stamp books are incorrect
and warrant comment. T hasten to point out that I do
not write with a 'clever clever' comment but rather to
put the record straight in the hope that Interest Group
members, particularly those more recent to the hobby,
might not be misled.

From the outset in 1987, Royal Mail has referred to the
'Window products' specifically as 'window books' or
'window booklets'. A review of the literature
published by Royal Mail at the time shows this to be
the case. For example, in the Philatelic Bulletin of July
1987, a two page colour spread describes the then new
issues in an article by David Dale under the heading
'New "Window" Stamp Books'. These first books were
listed in the Bureau's Stock Lists as 'Booklets' under
codes DWOOl to DWOI0.

In August or September 1988, the then Manager of the
Bureau, Mr A C Parton, sent out a two page circular
letter to subscribers which begins 'Because of the large
number of recent issues of Window Booklets and the
many enquiries I have received I am writing to you to:
briefly explain the history of window booklets; let you
know about current developments; ... '·etc. The letter
goes on to describe in some detail 'The Story So Far -
Mark J and la'; 'The Story So Far= Mark II'; 'New
Booklets - MarkJII' and 'Window Booklets - The
Future'.

Similar comments apply to the 1993 self-adhesive
booklet. It has been so described by Royal Mail, first
in the Philatelic Bulletin published in August 1993
(page 279) which reads: 'Royal Mail is to issue its first
self-adhesive stamp on 26 October 1993:-This will
comprise a horizontal version of the l st class NVI
definitive in a book 0/20 stamps. The book will
initially be on sale at post offices and retails outlets in

a trial area ... ', It was thus not targeted specifically at
'small businesses'. It is further described in In-Phil No
J 0J dated October 1993 and appeared in the Bureau's
Stock List for November/December 1993 as 'Self-
adhesive Stamp Booklet' with code UB078.

It is also be worth noting that several RoyaJ Mail
businesses operate from Tallents House including
Royal Mail Retail and Royal Mail Direct and it is these
outlets, rather than 'the Bureau', from which business
customers order and receive their supplies.

Iappreciate that it is not easy to prepare and offer
articles for publication. However, it is necessary to
avoid quoting 'facts' which may be misleading.

Yours,

Gerry Fisk.

(We hope to publish a reply to this valuable letter in the
next issue. The Ed)

AVCRY tv\A(~itv'(<<RiS1MAS 10 AU 0, YOij
Omn(RC

mailto:geryfsk@netcomuk.co.uk
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Specialist Feature
An Introduction to the 15 p ultramarine,

15%p pale violet and 16 p chestnut
Machins

lSp ultramarine

The 15p ultramarine was issued on 15th August 1979. It came
in to use on the 20th August 1979 as the basic airmail letter
service charge to zone C until 3Td February 1980. It was then
used as the rate for letters to zone B from 4th February 1980
to 25th January 1981. Then until its withdrawal on 15 January
1983 was used as a stage rate for the airmail service. The
stamps were printed by Harrison in photogravure in sheets
only. The first issue on the 15th of August was printed on
paper whose fluorescence is weak. Later printings were on
PCP 1 and PCP2 .

The issue was withdrawn on 15th January 1983.

lSp bright blue

This value was issued on in a new colour on 26th September
1989 prior to tariff increases which became operative on 2nd

October 1989. It paid the minimum second class letter rate.
The stamps were printed by Harrison in photogravure in
sheets booklets and coils on FCP with one phosphor band.

There are missing phosphor stamps to be found coming from
the sheet cylinder bock 3.

Two coil stamps were issued, an RL and an SF , the SF coil
can be found with screened value. They were all issued on
the 16th October 1989.

The sheets and the coil have one centre band.

There are one pane from a SOp vending machine booklet

• DP 132 has 1 x 20p in the left hand column with two
phosphor bands, the right one of which is short at the top
and inset from the perforations, the left on is short at the
top and covers the perforations. There are 2 x lSp stamps
in the right hand column the have one left band, the top
one of which is inset clear of the perforation and the
bottom one exhibits a small square of phosphor missing
from the top left hand corner. .

Booklets are found with missing phosphor and phosphor
shifts resulting in one very narrow left band or twovery
narrow bands that has the top of the right band, short.

There is one 15p on pane DP148 in the prestige booklet
'London Life' . This is in position 4 and has one right hand

phosphor band.

The value was withdrawn on 15th September 1980

lS%pPale violet

The 15% pale violet was issued on the 14th January 1981.
This value was used for the second weight step for second
class inland letters from the 26th January 1981 until the 31st

January 1982. The stamps were printed by Harrison in
photogravure in sheets booklets and coils on PCPl, PCP2,
on ACP in sheets only and in booklets on FCP with two
narrow phosphor bands and FCP with normal width bands

One coil stamp was issued, an HL, on PCPI on l" February
1980.

PCP booklets

• DP541A pane from a£ 1.55 15t class counter booklet
counter booklet comprising 10 x 15~p in two rows of
1st February 1982 and a second booklet with identical
composition was issued printed on PCP2 on 6th May
1982.

FCP narrow phosphor band booklets

• DP53/A The layout of the values of this pane from a
£1.43mixed rate counter booklet, is, on the top row 5 x
15~p and I x IS~p with 4 x 12~pon the bottom row
printed on FCP with two narrow phosphor bands. The
stamps in positions 3 and 5 have right hand bands short
top and bottom and the stamps in positions 2 and 4 have
left hand bands short top and bottom. There are missing
phosphor stamps found from pane , these can be
difficult to distinguish from PCP issues. There are two
errors in printing of the phosphor bands which resulted
in stamps with a single band on the right or a single
band on the left issued on the 6th May 1982.

FCP normal width phosphor band booklets

• The pane DP55 is from the £5 'Stanley Gibbons'
Prestige booklet issued on 19th May 1982, the pane
comprises three rows of 2 x 15%p stamps. There are
three errors in the printing of the phosphor bands which
resulted in stamps with a single wide band on the right
or a single wide band on the left or a single wide band in
the .centre issued sometime in May 1982. There are
panes of DP55 where a downward shift in phosphor has
resulted in the top pair of stamps having two short bands
at the top. There are also stamps with missing phosphor.
Pane DP58 also from the 'Stanley Gibbons' Prestige
booklet and comprising three rows of 3 x 15%p stamps
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This pane also has three errors in the printing of the
phosphor bands which resulted in stamps with a single
wide band on the right or a single wide band on the left or
a single wide band in the centre issued sometime in May
1982

• Pane DP59 is to be found in the £2.50 Christmas booklet
for 1982. These booklets were sold at a discount which
was marked by a double blue star printed over the gum on
the back of each stamp. The pane comprised 10 x 15%p
stamps with two phosphor bands on the top row and 10 x
12%p stamps with a single centre band on the bottom row.
The phosphor bands on all the stamps in this booklet
were short top and bottom. This pane is to be found with
missing phosphor. There are two errors of printing the
phosphor bars with very short bands top or bottom with a
vestigial short centre band this is caused by an upward or
downward shift in the printing.

The 15%p was withdrawn from issue on 25th April 1983

16p Mushroom

The 16p mushroom was issued on the 30th March 1983 for use
as the prepayment of the basic rate for 1SI class letters when the
tariff increased on 5th April 1983.The stamps were printed by
Harrison in photogravure in sheets and booklets on ACP, on
PCP in booklets and coils and on FCP on booklets each with
two phosphor bands.

One coil stamp was issued; an JL, on PCP 1on 20th April 1983

The sheets were printed from cyls 2, 3 and 4

ACP booklets

• DP65 and DP66 are to be found in identical panes in the
£4 prestige booklet 'Story of the Royal Mint'. Each sheet
comprises 9 x 16p stamps printed on ACP.

PCP booklets

• DP621AlBIC are £1.60 1sr class counter booklets
containing lOx 16p stamps. In two rows of five.
DP62/B/C were sold at a discount and have a
double lined D printed on the back of each stamp,
over the gum. DP621B have the panes affixed by

. the left hand selvedge and 62A/C have the panes
affixed by the right hand selvedge.

FCP booklets

• DP611A are £1.45 mixed rate counter booklets
each containingo x 16p and 4 x 12%p stamps in
two rows of five. Two of 16p, two phosphor in
positions 5 and 10 have 9.5mm bands extending
over the full height of the stamp covering the
margins, two of the stamps in positions 2 and 4
have the left hand band short top and bottom and
two of them in positions 1 and 3 have the right
hand band short top and bottom. DP61 has the
pane affixed by the left hand selvedge and
DP61A has the pane affixed by the right hand
selvedge. Missing phosphors are to be found from
both these booklets.

There are a number of shades to be found in all issues
of the 16p Mushroom.

The value was withdrawn on the 7th. February 1986
We gratefully acknowledge the kind permission of
the Great Britain Decimal Stamp Book Circle in
the use oftheir DP and DEnotation.

IF YOU COLLECT MACHJNS YOU NEED THE DEEGAM MACHIN HANDBOOK
• 720 pages, 1100 illustrations in a loose-leaf a' four-ring bjn~et'

• all levels of collecting
• second edition contains all issues up to 1 August 1996 - regular Reports (available in "Machinations") keep it up to date
• comprehensive and scholarly articles on every aspect of stamp production and identification - winner of several international awards
• NOW FULLY UPDATED TO 8 JUNE 1999WITH THE SUPPLEI11ENT TO THE HANDBOOK

=> Over 500 updated, amended and improved pages, plus over 100 completely new ones

=> Three years of new issues and new discoveries incorporated into all three level lists; everything together in its proper place

=> New Appendix for converting Iith'ographed NVI booklet plate combinations into DP numbers and vice versa, with dates of issue

=> New articles on EME printing, letterpress, embossing, and pre-decimal intaglio

=> New research on Heads A& B and their subtypes; complete revision of pre-decimals

=> Check list of stamps with ellipses

THE COMPLETE DEEGAM MACHIN HANDBOOK 2nd EDITION
UK, delivered to your door @£26.69 Add £2.90 for postage & packing (total £29.59) for surface mail outside Europe. Airmail in Zone 1 add
£11.80 (total £38.49), in Zone 2 then add £14.80 (rota £41.~9)
THE 2nd EDITION SUPPLEMENT WITHOUT* BINDER: Le, just page set
UK, delivered to vour door@£22.99Add £1.00 for~ostage & packing (total £23.99) for surface mail outside Europ-e. Airmail in Zone I add £6.50
(total £29.49), in Zone 2 then add £7.50 (total £30.49 Obtainable from :John M Deering, The Machins ,PO Box 2, South Molton,Devon EX36
4YZ, UK phlfax: 44 1398341564, e-mail ; machins~johndeering.demon.co.uk
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Face Value J5p
Colour Ultramarine

Printed by Harrison in Photogravure

PCP I

Head type B2
Value type 1

PCP2

Head type B2
Value type J

Issued J 5.8.79 Issued Oct 1980

Colour Light Blue

FCP FCP FCP
centre band left band right band

Head type B2 Head type B2 Head type B2
Value type 2a Value type 2a Value type 2a

Issued 26.9.89 Issued 2. 10.89 Issued 20.3.90

Ultramarine issue
The I5p ..value was issued on the J 5th August 1979

It prepaid the basic airmail letter rate to zone Cfrom 20th August 1979 to 3rd February 1980.
From 4th February 1980.unti125th January 198] it was the rate for letters to zone B and the post card

rate to zone.C. The value was withdrawnfrom the 15th January ]983.
. Light blue issue

A new colour introduced for tariff increases on 2nd October 1989.
It prepaid the minimum 2nd class letter rate and was withdrawn on ]5th September 1990
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Face Value 15 1/2P
Colour Ultramarine

Printed by Harrison in Photogravure

PCP}

Head type C1
Value type 2

PCP2

Head typeCl
Value type 1

issued 14.1.81 Issued 6.5.82

FCP FCP FCP FCP
2 bands 2 bands 2 bands

bar left bar right
Head type C1 HeadtypeCl Head type CI Head type CI
Value type 2 Value type 2 Value type 2 Value type 2

missing

Issued 1.2.82 Issued July 82 Issued 1.2.82 Issued 1.2.82

The 15'hp value was issued on the 14th January 198. lIt prepaid the second weight step from 26th
Janaury 1981 to 31st Janaury 1982.

From 1st February 1982 until-at]: April 1983 it was the basic rate rate for first class letters.
"Zt was withdrawn on 15th September 1990
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Face Value J6p
Colour Mushroom

Printed by Harrison in Photogravure

ACP

HeadtypeDl
Value type I

PCP

HeadtypeDl
Value type 1b

Issued 30.3.83 Issued 5.4.83

FCP FCP FCP
2 bands 2bands Zbands

left band short right band
Head type D'I top and bottom short
Value type 1b HeadtypeDI top and bottom

Value type 1b HeadtypeDl

Issued 5.4.83 Issued 5.4.83 Issued 5.4.83

FCP

Head type DI
Value type 1b

missing

Issued 5.5.83

This value was issued on 30th March J 983. on time for a rate increase
which came into effect on the 5th April 1983.

The value was used for the basic rate for first class letters .
.It was withdrawn on 7th February 1986
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GUELPH
THE ROYAL CITY

Ian McMahon

Guelph is a city of just under 100000 people situated in Southern Ontario about 1'12 hours drive
down the 401, the main highway between Toronto and Windsor. The City is located on the Speed River
in a rich agricultural region.

Guelph was founded on St. George's Day, April 23rd, 1827 with the ceremonial felling of a large maple
tree. Guelph was one of the first planned towns in Canada and was chosen as the headquarters of a
British development firm known as the "Canada Company". Guelph was named after the reigning
Monarch, King George IVof the House of Hanover from Brunswick and the House of Este and Guelph.
Hence the current use of the term "The Royal City" for Guelph.

Guelph was founded on 23 April 1827 by John Galt, Commissioner of the Canada Company, a land
and colonisation company which purchased over two million acres of land on which the towns of
Guelph, Galt and Goderich were founded.

c. P. R~Station, Guelph

B/W Photolithograph, anonymous, PU 1906
- .,

Among the first buildings Galt ordered built was the Priory, named after its builder, Charles Prior.
The Priory was used as accommodation by John Galt and the Canada Company commissioners when
they visited Guelph. From 1906 to 1911 it was used as the Canadian Pacific Railway Station.
Postcard showing the Priory at the time of its use as the CPR Railway station.
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The Court House, Guelph
Screencolour on letterpress, Canadian Souvenir Postcard, WarwickBros. & Rutter,Toronto, c 1910?

Guelph was originally part of Halton County but became a township in 1838 and became part of
WellingtonCounty. Guelph became a town in 1851 and a city in 1879.

The courthouse in Woolwich St was built by local builders William and David Allan from designs by
Toronto architect Thomas Young with construction commencing in 1841 and completed in 1843.
Postcard showing the Courthouse.

Central & Alexandra Schools, Guelph
Screencolour on photolithograph, Valentine & Sons, c 1910?

The first school in Guelph was established by Galt in 1827. In 1841 a Grammar school was
established while Guelph Central School was founded in 1870. A building made of Guelph Stone
designed by Toronto architect W Strickland was opened in 1876. Postcard showing the Guelph
Central School.
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Canadian National Railways Locomotive 5702
Multicoloured photolithograph, Audio-Visual Designs.

The railway was extremely important to the development of Guelph. The first railway line was that of
the Grand Trunk Railway which opened a line between Toronto and Guelph in 1856. This was
followed by the Canadian Pacific Railway which opened in 1906 and was later extended to Goderich.
The first CPR railway station (until 1911) was The Priory, one of the first buildings in Guelph. Later
passenger services were run by Canadian National, now Via Rail. Postcard showing Canadian National
locomotive 5702 pulling a London to Hamilton train at Guelph Railway Station (opened in 1911) in
July 1957.

Carnegie Library, Guelph
Screencolour on BjW, WarwickBros & Rutter, Toronto' Canadian Souvenir Post Card, c1910

The Carnegie Library was built in Guelph in 1902. The architect was W. Frye Colwillwho built it in
the then popular version of the Classical style, the Beaux Arts. The building was demolished in the
1960s and replaced by the present utilitarian library maintained by the City of Guelph.
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On the River Speed, Guelph
BjW letterpress, anonymous publisher, c1910

There are a number of urban parks in Guelph. Chief amongst these is Riverside Park, which borders
the Speed River.

Guelph is located at the junction of the Speed and Eramosa Rivers, part of the Grand River watershed.
On River Speed, Guelph.

Covered pedestrian bridge across the Speed River.

Real Photographic greeting card, Geof. H. Burbrige Art Cards, c1980s.
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rhe Cin:;Je, Guelph, Ont..-3S.

St. George's Square, Guelph
The Photogelatine Engraving Co. Ltd., Ontario, cl950.

The focus for people and public transport in downtown Guelph (since the removal of St. George's
Anglican Church in 1872) has been St George's Square. Until the 1960s and 70s the major buildings
in the Square included the Post Office, the Tovell Block (demolished 1974), a three-story commercial
building for Joseph Tovell designed in 1882 by local architect John Hall and the Bank of Montreal
(demolished 1961) and the zinc "Blacksmith" fountain, given to the city by carriage maker J.B.
Armstrong in 1884.

Multicolor Photolithograph, The Postcard Factory, Montreal & Toronto.
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HOMEWOOD> SA.NITARIUM, GUELPH, ONT.

Homewood Sanatorium, Guelph

Screencolour on BjW, Canadian Souvenir Postcard, WarwickBros & Rutter, Toronto.

The Homewood Sanatorium, Guelph was a significant medical institution in the early years of the 20th
century. Postcard message reads 'have been in bed a couple of days since coming home but am on
deck again.'

General Hospital, Guelph

Screencoloured on BjW, A. L. Merrill Tor

Guelph is well served by hospitals including the Guelph General Hospital and St Joseph's. The
Guelph General Hospital opened in August 1875>
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Macdonald Institute & Hall

Sepia tinted BjW letterpress, anonymous publisher, c1910.

The Macdonald Institute was established in 1903 at the Ontario Agricultural College to train teachers in nature
study, home economics and manual training. The Institute was established from funding provided by Sir
William Macdonald, a Montreal tobacco manufacturer and philanthropist. The establishment of the Institute
enabled women to study at OAC.

Macdonald Institute & Hall

Five colour ?linoprint on BIW photolithograph, anonymous publisher, c1905
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The Church of Our Lady

(Top) Screencolour on BIW
Photolithograph, C. Anderson &
Co., Guelph for Warwick Bros &

Rutter, Toronto., c1906

(left) Multicoloured
photolithograph, The :Postcard

Factory, c1980s.

The Church of Our Lady is the 3rd
church on the prominent site John
Galt granted the Catholic Church
because of his close association
with Bishop Alexander
Macdonell. Construction began in
1876 and was complete by 1888
with the architect Joseph Connolly
emulating the ground plan of the
Cologne Cathedral. The towers
were added in 1926. Two
postcards showing the Church in
the 1900s and as it is today.
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the 21. September, but unfortunately the balloon leaked like a sieve and could not be repaired. Before
that it had been the turn of "Le National" to fly out of Paris, however she also leaked and was sent
back for repairs. A second attempt to float her was made on 4. October when she blew up half way
through the inflating process. However, the attempted start of the "National" convinced M. Rampont,
the Minister of Post, who had stayed behind in Paris when practically all the rest of the Government
had fled to Tours, of the possibilities of establishing a.postal service based upon balloons. It was
directed that all the old balloons found in Paris be sent off with mail and that a balloon factory be
established. Alas, only three of the balloons found were "airworthy": the "Neptune", "Citta di
Firenze", and the "Celeste".

These three were used initially as captive observation platforms. This proved to be less than
satisfactory as little if anything of the enemy lines could be seen from them. As a next step, the
balloons were patched up to be launched from within the city as free balloons to drift with the wind. It
was the ''Neptune'' which, on September 23. 1870 , that is less than a week after the beginning of the
siege, started the first airmail service in the world setting the stage for 64 balloons which were
successfully launched during the siege. Fifty-four carried mail and 55 carried passengers out of the
besieged city.

The "Neptune" landed safely near Evreux, that is some 85 to 90 km ENE of Paris, in the garden of a
French Admiral no less. Three days after the departure of the "Neptune", the Minister for Posts. M.
Rampont, officially established the "Balloon Post"l and balloons left Paris more or less regularly
twice a week. Table 1 gives a chronological breakdown of the balloon departures, the names of the
balloons, their destinations, flight times and distances flown together with a few comments.'

In unoccupied France a decree was issued that all mail arriving in a balloon should immediately be
taken to the next post office and dispatched from there as soon as possible. Also the Government in
Tours should be informed and generally all steps be taken to forward mail.

Organizationally things didn't go quite as smoothly. M. Rampont gave the responsibility for the
balloon mail to an organization called "Yon d"Artois" under the leadership of M. Nadar, an
experienced balloonist. However, at the same time the Administration des Telegraphs, a government
entity independent of the Ministry de Postes and under the direction ofM. Steenackers, also discussed
the possibility of aerial postal services. The cause of the confusion, the split between "Postes" and
"Telegraphes", was a legacy of Emperor Napoleon III who permanently feared the concentration of
too much power in one pair of hands. But anyway, it was M. Steenackers who first thought of balloon
mail following M. Mangin's offer and on 23. September he signed an undertaking with a M. Durouf,
an experienced balloonist, to establish a balloon service. When M. Rampont officially established the
first airmail service on 26. September, Steenackers had already established an organizational
framework for balloon manufacture and service. Whilst M. Rampont entrusted responsibility for
balloon mail to "Yon d"Artois" under the leadership of M. Nadar, M. Steenackers had signed a
contract with M. Durouf, to take mail out with the ''Neptune''. Furthermore M Steenackers established
a parallel umbrella organization for balloon flights under the leadership of yet another experienced
balloonist, M. Goddart. M. Goddart established his Headquarters in the Gare d'Orleans where he
stayed until January 1871 when increasing bombardment forced him to relocate to the Gare d'Est.
The Society "Yon d' Artois" was based throughout the siege in the Gare du Nord. Both organizations

! The text of the declaration establishing the first airmail read:
lerDecret
Article 1: L'Administration des Postes est autorisee a expedier par la voie d'aerostats montes les letterordinaire
a destination de la France, de l'Algerie et de l'etranger.
Article 2: Les poids de letters expediees par les aerostats de ne pas depasser 4 grammes.
La taxe a percervoir pour le transport de ces letters restee fixee a 20 centimes.
L'effranchement eu est obligatoire.
A third article dealt with postcards and ballons non-monte.
2 It must be stressed that the information on balloons as found in documents and reports is often somewhat
contradictory particularly as far as flight performance is concerned but also with regards to names. The major
source used for Table 1 is: Debuchy, V. "Les Ballons du Siege de Paris". Edition France Empire
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operated balloon factories. The railway stations were used as there was no longer any train service
and they provided ample space.

There was a considerable rivalry between Rampont and Steenackers. The latter left Paris relatively
early during the siege and assumed the control of postal and telegraph services in unoccupied France
outside Paris. M. Steenackers was supported by M. Gambetta, the Minister ofthe Interior and of War.

As a result of this organizational uncertainty somewhat different records of ownership and
responsibility for various balloons exist. This is exacerbated by the fact that the operation of many
balloons was entrusted to an organization called the " Compagnie des Aerostiers" which chartered 22
of the 65 balloons which were launched.

Balloons were manufactured to precise specifications issued by the Ministry of Posts. The
specifications included that each balloon had to have a capacity of two thousand cubic meters, and be
capable of lifting four people and 500 kg of baggage. Initially the Ministry of Posts foresaw two types
of flights the "monte" and the "non-monte" the former manned, the latter unmanned and designed to
carry only postcards. However, only one, official unnamed "non-monte" balloon ever left; it carried 4
kg of postcards. The balloon was shot down by the Prussians and so the Ministry discontinued this
service. On November 7. another unmanned balloon was sent off by private interests and without the
authorization of the authorities: it landed in the Prussian lines.

The balloons were made from a type of calico varnished with linseed oil and litharge. Silk, a much
better material for balloon manufacture, was not available in sufficient quantities. But this did not
matter too much as the balloons were produced for one single voyage only and thus the cheaper
material was considered good enough. The balloons were filled with coal gas. This put a considerable
strain on the coal supplies of the city and thus on heating, as each balloon consumed about 7,000 t of
coal. In addition, coal gas is a highly dangerous medium with which to fill balloons due to its
volatility. Indeed it is surprising that no major accidents occurred.

Balloons were purchased from the two factories at a fixed price of 5,000 francs. The manufacturer
was responsible for providing gas and inflating the balloons, and also for the training and
recruitment of the pilots, who received the princely wage of 300 Francs. This was quite a lucrative
business for the administration as sending only 25,000 letters at 20 Centimes each and weighing about
4 grams each would weigh! 00 kg and that was enough to recapture the purchase price for a balloon.
In addition there was the transport of government dispatches and similar activities for the
Government, whether paid or not, which was a direct bonus to the administration.

Amongst the manned balloons which left Paris ~as the "Celeste" which had dazzled visitors by its
captive flights over the Great Exhibition of 1867. At that time the "Celeste" could rarely stay in the
air for more than 30 minutes, but when launched during the siege she drifted along for 2 1;2 hours! The
"Celeste" flew out of Paris on September 29 1870. The launching point for the "Celeste" and three
other balloons was the Place St. Pierre on top of Montmartre, the highest point within the city. Most
other balloons were launched from outside their respective factories, the Gare d'Orleans for those
from the Administration des Telegraphs (30 balloons) and the Gare du Nord, for those of the
Ministere des Postes (20 balloons) and a few other places. A breakdown of the launching sites is
given in Table 2.

A total of 71 balloons left Paris or int~ded to leave the city. As shown, the first two didn't make it,
one of them failing twice in the attempt, and another, the "Liberte", was blown off by a sudden gust
of wind at the time of launching but before the gondola could be attached to it. It landed in the
Prussian lines. Two balloons the "Jacquard" (departure date 28. November) and the ''Richard
Wallace" (departure date 27 January) were blown into the sea, the former into the Irish Sea, the latter
into the Atlantic near Bordeaux. Mail from the "Jacquard" was eventually washed ashore, and, to the
extent that was possible, distributed to the addresses. Nothing was ever heard or seen again of the
"Richard Wallace". Neither one of those two balloons carried passengers so the two pilots were the
only direct casualties of the balloon post.
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Section 2: The Letters
Letter Dated 20. October 1870.

,---------------------------, The letter was flown out by the
balloon "Colonel Charras"
which left Paris on the 29
October and landed near
Langre south east of Paris in
unoccupied France.

The letter is from a mother to
her son who served as a
volunteer in a rifle regiment
stationed in or near Besancon.
The letter carries on its back
the remark "died in Orleans".
As Orleans was the site of
many fierce battles where the
French "Army of the Loire"
tried in vain to break through
the German armies and

advance on Paris, it is probable that the addressee was killed during that fighting.

The letter or entire, carries on the front a departure stamp "PARIS RUE DE CLERY 7 e 17 October
70" and a 20 centimes Napoleon with laurel wreath stamp tied by a star cancellation. On the back is
an arrival stamp "BESANCON 4 e 2 NOV 70 (24)"

Text of the letter
Beloved son,

It is scarcely a few days that 1 wrote to you to tell you that 1 read in the "Journal de la Liberte" that
the opening of the central school would take place on November JO.as usual but only for the students
of year 12. 1 wasn't entirely satisfied with the information in the paper so I went to see our dear M de
Solignac. As soon as he saw me appearing on the threshold he showered me with questions about you.
After having told him about your departure and your engagement he asked me why you hadn't come
to him to bid him farewell before leaving Paris. He said that he would have been able to give you
some advise and some letters of recommendations addressed to his old friends. The dear gentleman
doesn't know that 1 have a very headstrong son, isn't that so my little friend? Don 't worry about the
school commencing, surely it wouldn't have done so if the war were to continue? At least let's hope it
is not to last eternally! You will catch up with these few lost months towards the end of the academic
year. They will take account of you having been engaged in the army of your own free will. Come
back to us quickly my beloved son. It is six weeks that I heard from you, and five weeks since I heard
from your father and sister! Time passes slowly with no one near to me, poor little ??? is too young.

It appears that you mentioned to Mme Glock that after the loss of our fortune at the beginning of the
war your father would not continue to pay for your studies. You are mistaken my son, your father will
always do that with pleasure and we only hope and expect/hat we can do it soon. May God help me
that J receive news from you soon. .

To tell you about what is happening here. We are still mobilizing our resources and 1 work in a
factory where cannons are made. The costs are considerable. 50,000 men have been mobilized for the
National Guard to augment the number of regular soldiers.

Your brother embraces you. Your mother who loves you with all her heart.

11

To be continued ...
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PETER WINTER AND THE MODERN GERMAN FORGERIES ON
EBAY.DE
Sheryll Oswald

Since June this year, the sellers "mohle", "wosnitza" and others at eBay Germany have been listing
many German, Swiss and other mainly European forgeries. They have been offered as forgeries, with
low starting prices, nearly all have sold, and some have realised quite high prices. The scans of these
appear to very closely resemble the genuine items and are deceptive to collectors.

Various concerned eBay Stamps chat board members have been trying to determine the origins of
these forgeries, with some success. The information below on Peter Winter has been taken mainly
from Varro Tyler's book (ref. 5). That on Gehringer, Heiner Faber and some details of the forgeries
has kindly been provided by Dr. Reinhard Fischer, the principal of the Bonn auction house
(http://www.fischerstampauction.comL).
1. Peter Winter
Some ofthe forgeries, but probably not all, can be attributed to Dr Peter Winter, an opera singer from
Bremen in Germany. He is most famous for "discovering" a possible second British Guiana Ic
Magenta, which was eventually declared an altered example of a damaged 4c magenta following
expert examination by the Royal Philatelic Society of London (see Linn's Stamp News article, 26
April 1999and related articles).

He founded the company ProPhilForum POC GmbH which in 1986, operating from a post office box
address in Bremen, began to produce and sell replicas of more than 180 of the world's most valuable
stamps, both on and off cover, for modest prices. Examples of these (Mauritius cover and France
tete-heche block and single) can be seen in the eBay articles in the May and August issues
respectively.

Some of the reproductions were determined to have been made not from the stamps themselves but
from copyright photographs which Winter had obtained from the British Library in London by means
of a false declaration of intended use. In 1987, an out-of-court settlement was reached between the
British Library and ProPhilForum, in which:
• Winter admitted that the British Library photographs had been used without permission;
• The unsold stock of forgeries prepared from the photographs was to be destroyed;
• Some dies and printing plates were to be surrendered to the British Library;
• Compensation, including legal costs, was to be paid to the British Library;
• Two complete collections of items listed in the company's catalogue were given to the Library

with the intention that one of them be passed along to the Royal Philatelic Society for use by its
Expert Committee. This last occurred on 25 November, 1987.

As only about 60 of the forgeries produced were
from the British Library's photographs, this left
around 120. forgeries which could still be
marketed by' the company. In mid-1988, a large
number of forgeries of worldwide rarities were
added to Its stock. These and the company's

other deceptive products were offered as
"replicas" by certain German auction houses.
Some were even marked "Replik" on the reverse.
However, this mark could be removed easily.
Figure 1 shows early Spanish forgeries, while
Figure 2 shows two types of "Replik" marks,
printed on the reverse of the 1850 stamps and the Figure 2: Different Replik underprints
later stamp respectively.
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The complaints of collectors forced the Regional Directorate of Posts in Bremen to investigate
Winter's operation, and on 6th February 1989, Winter informed them that he would no longer deal in
any way with the imitations. Apparently, he had simply disposed of his entire stock to House of
Stamps, a Division of Technodif SA in Corsier-Port, Switzerland. It is unclear to me at this stage what
connection, if any, there was between Peter Winter and Souse of Stamps. Thisfirm produced a full-
colour catalogue, listing not only the Winterforgeries, but many
new replicas of more modem stamps, some of which carry the
French word "FAUJ{" as part of the printed stamp (see Figure
3). It is these new creations of mainly German, Swiss and French
stamps, combined with some of the replicas of the pre-1870
classic stamps, which are now to befound on eBay.

Both ProPhilForum and House of Stamps went out of business in Figure 3: FAUX in design.
the early 1990s.
2. Gehringer printing firm
The forgeries were printed in the late 1980s in Kaiserslautem, a medium-sized town located south-
west of Frankfurt, by a printing house named Gehringer (full name Graphische Kunstanstalt
Gehringer GmbH). This company was in the auction catalogue business then, producing the high
quality Kruschel and Boker catalogues. It may also have printed stamps. The then owner was a Dr.
Niedermeyer, a well-known philatelist. It is not known if he is still alive today.

3. Printing characteristics
Theforgeries show thefollowing characteristics:
• Flat plate printing (offset lithography)
• Line perforated
• Unwatermarked paper
• Modern, thin paper
• Marked as fake on front or reverse
• Usage on fabricated covers
• Application of cancellations, overprints, surcharges and handstamps on some copies

Some are harder to detect than others. For example, the 1951 Marienkirche Lubeck is a very good
forgery (as the genuine were line perforated), on cover with special cancel one day after day of first
issue, as is the Swiss Lunaba sheet. Others, such as the Kontrollrat sheet 12 are easy to detect, but
only by somebody who has previously seen an original.

Many genuine stamps were comb or harrow' perforated, and thus inspection of the perforations can
easily reveal the forgeries. Ensure that the perforations meet in a single hole at the comers of the
stamps. Figures 4, 6 and 8 show the comb or harrow-perfed genuine stamps, whilst Figures 5, 7 and 9
show the equivalent line-perfed forgeries. There should also be an easily detectable difference
between genuine engraved issues such as the Swiss Pax stamps or the 1908-1913 Austria 10K Franz
Joseph high value and their offset lithographed forged counterparts.

4. Range of countries
The modern forgeries found on eBay are mainly of German stamps (including East, West and German
states), but other countries seen include Switzerland, France, Andorra, Austria, Romania, Russia and
Liechenstein. Examples of the classic replicas include those of Mauritius, British Guiana, France,
Spain, Switzerland, Italian States, Norway, Finland, USA, Hawaii and Bermuda.

5. "FAUX" and other markings
All the modem forgeries were marked as such either on the front or the reverse. The markings on the
front were printed during the same print run as the stamps, and you may see "FAUX" or
"Stecherzeichen" below the stamp, where you would expect to find the name of the printing fInn.
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Figure 4: Genuine Swiss NABA Block Figure 5: Forged NABA Block
Marks on the reverse range from "Falsch", "Faux", "Facsimile", "Faxsimili", "Copy" to "Replik".
They can easily be removed with an eraser or by brushing over the gum with saliva and wiping off the
gum in the immediate area. This will leave a tiny bare patch, a warning sign of tampering.

6. Heiner Faber

In the late 1980s, a German named Heiner Faber ran a scam operation where he deleted the "faux"
marks on the back and exchanged the resultant unmarked forgeries in return for shipments of stamps
from customers. A fake-fighter sent a special shipment and caught him. Police raided his premises
and confiscated stamps, the backs of which had had the "faux" marks removed, and which would
have been worth about 30 millions of Michel Marks if genuine. As a result, very few have since come
onto the market. It is said that all the stamps were hidden in stamp books between genuine stamps to
enhance the collections.

In spite of his previous convictions (including fraud, in Bonn in 1985), Faber did not serve a jail term.
Later on, he was sentenced for about 2 years, part of which he served. It seems that he was prohibited
from returning to the stamp trade.

Figure 6: Genuine Stamp
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7. Concerns of collectors

Many collectors have been put off collecting German stamps, or at least the expensive items, because
of the proliferation of these forgeries, which have been and are still found in "untouched" collections
sold through auction houses, such as Gdtz, with a less solid reputation concerning the material they
offer. Collectors have also been disappointed when preparing to sell their collections, upon hearing
that they arefull offorgeries.

Those who want to be sure that their stamps are genuine will use one of the many expertising services
available in Germany, such as BPP, and ensure that the certificate is no more than three years old.
Stamps not expertised are highly suspect.

The following two stories were passed on to me in the last few months, from chat board members in
Europe and Australia:

"Today on my lunch break I trotted round to a nearby stamp store and sure enough they had a pair of
those very same Swiss NABA mini-sheets under the counter, a "mint" one priced at around $200 and
a "used" one priced at around $160 (see Fig 5). The little "FAUX" very clearly visible on each
stamp and the perfs not quite straight. I pointed it out to the gentlemen who got out their magnifiers
and their reference copy from the back room, muttered something about an accumulation from
Germany and promptly removed the price tags - leaving the sheets displayed for now. I have no
other reason to impugn these men's personal integrity, except I have a Sinking feeling those fakes will
be in the marketplace for many years to come. And a non-specialist who has heard of their existence
will put off buying the sheets indefinitely, or in the worst-case scenario, discover he/she has been
burned when it is far too late to do anything - and be disenchanted with the whole hobby. "

"Recently, a friend of mine purchased a valuable collection from Germany only to find that half of the
valuable items were forgeries. He sold the collection and vowed never to collect again. "

Figure 8: Genuine SAAR Sheet Figure 8: Forged SAAR Sheet

8. eBay and these forgeries
The seller "mohle" and "woznitza" regularly list these forgeries, or "Falschungen", with "mohle"
sometimes listing 200 at a time. Other sellers have listed them, and "kaufnichtalles" (now NARU'd)
has listed some in lots of 100.
Two lots of common stamps were "salted" with a Thuringia block, which is one of the more difficult
forgeries to detect, as the genuine is line-perfed and unwatermarked.

As a measure of how these forgeries are permeating the market, they were in late September found
listed without the reference to "forgery" on both eBay.de and its US counterpart. Board members
contacted the US seller, who then changed the description to mention the word "forgery". The
auctions of "bm-hier", the German seller, had already terminated. However, the high bidders, whom
board members had contacted, were told that he suddenly saw that the stamps in both lots "were
damaged" or something similar, and could not be sold at this price. This even with the "FAUX"
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marks visible in the scans. The seller was contacted before being reported to eBay and BDPH ("Bund
Deutscher Philatelisten", meaning German Philatelic Association), who then informed BPP ("Bund
der Philatelistischen Priifer", translated as "Association of Philatelic Examiners") and DPHJ
("Deutsche Philatelisten Jugend", the German Philatelic Association for the Youth), the latter of
which the seller was an active member at the time.

The classic Winter forgeries are often found on eBay, with many sellers listing them as forgeries.
However, be warned that the seller "riny218" is known to sell them as genuine (see article in August
issue for further details).

9. Concerns for the future
We are unsure as to the source of the current batches of forgeries, and are concerned about their
continued plentiful supply. eBay takes the stance that it is only a venue, and that it cannot be held
responsible for the sale of forgeries as their sale is not breaking any laws. Therefore we feel powerless
to prevent them from entering collections and possibly unwittingly be sold down the track as genuine
items. There is also the danger that less ethical dealers will remove the markings on the back and
knowingly pass them off as genuine, either on eBay or at stamp shows. Novice collectors are easy
prey for such dealers.

This can only be a turn-off for the hobby, at least in the areas in question. The only hope is to
encourage collectors to educate themselves about the fakes in their collecting interest, as knowing the
difference can save them money and create a collection of value, rather than one found at a later stage
to be riddled with forgeries.
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US AND FOREIGN STAMP DEALERS CHARGED WITH FRAUD

(Ed: Afellow collector sent me this news item which I thought would be of general interest.)

NEW YORK, July 23 AFP - A lawsuit filed today accuses top US stamp dealers of defrauding
collectors by conspiring to rig auction bids for more than 20 years.

The lawsuit claims seven individual dealers in rare stamps and two corporations artificially
suppressed auction prices through a bid-rigging scheme from the late 1970s until 1997, netting some
$US5 million ($A9.9 million) in illegal profits.

The suit was filed by the attorneys general from three US states; California, Maryland and New York.

The seven dealers named in the suit include four US citizens, John Apfelbaum, Davitt Felder, Dana
Okeyand Stephen Osborne, along with Briton Anthony Feldman, Etienne de Cherisey of France and
Kees Quirijns of the Netherlands.

The lawsuit seeks damages and restitution for hundreds of sellers allegedly harmed by the conspiracy,
as well as civil penalties.
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Write, phone, fax or e-mail for your free copy of one of our competitive price lists.

1. Australia and Territories
3. New Zealand

2.Australian States
4. South Pacific Islands

We stock most brands of albums, catalogues and accessories. You can order them by providing us
With two business days notice prior to one of the Canberra shows which we attend regularly.

We regularly attend the Griffin Centre Sunday Shows
Hope to see you there on the Second Sunday in every'month.

We also service want lists and provide professional insurance valuations. We buy and sell quality stamps
and collections, postcards, phonecards and cigarette cards. We accept Bankcard, Mastercard, Visa,

American Express, cheques, money orders and (of coursel) cash.
Give us a try, you'll be pleasantly surprised by our competitive prices and friendly service.

PO Box 478 AVALON'BEACH, NSW 2107
Phone: 0299745707 Fax: 029974 V77 E-mail: pittwaterstampS@ozemail.com.au

Website: www .ozemail.com.au/-pittwaterstampsl

Only one stamp magazine provides the
Complete coverage "down under"

Stamp News
AUSTRALASIA
Australasia's

leading magazine
The leader for news
The leader for comment
The leader for circulation
The greatest coverage of Australian and Pacific
News of any Stamp Magazine in the World

Sample copy, subscriptions and
Advertising rates on request.

All major credit cards accepted,

Stamp News Australasia
PO Box 410

JANNALI NSW 2226 Australia
E-mail: elaineevans@optushome.com.au
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